
Wood from sustainably 
managed forests, 
100% FSC certified

Bring Nature Back in your
Sales and Communication!

Discover our selection of wooden 
POS displays and get involved in 

an environmentally friendly way.

Very trendy and aesthetic, wood 
is a noble living material, of 

natural and vegetable origin, 
which can be recycled and 

recyclable

OAK WOOD
Oak is a prized 
species for its 
beauty, quality, 
nobility and its 
longevity
It is ideal for 
engraving, 
accepts the tint 
well and allows 
for countless 
usages

 BEECH WOOD
The light wood of 
beech allows for 
high quality surface 
finish due to its 
closed pores 
structure.
It accepts the 
tint well and 
allows for 
countless 
usagess

* Black Boards suitable for water-based chalk markers

Draw attention and present your information in 
your own design: the high-quality, black table 

display chalk board style is ideal for individual  
labelling and design. 

A bold black background provides contrast to white or 
brightly colored writing so the label is easy to read, even 

from a distance! 
When you’re done, it can easily be cleaned with a wet cloth 

so that you’re ready to use it again and again



Where to see our products:

> Catering
> Textile / Decoration
> Wine merchants
> Traditional caterer
> Organic store or section
> Tourism / Home
> Pharmacy

And many others ...

WOOD MIX VISUAL DISPLAYS

Discover our selection of wooden 
POS displays and get involved in an 

environmentally friendly way.

Very trendy and aesthetic, wood is a 
noble living material, of 

natural and vegetable origin, which 
can be recycled and 

recyclable

Wood Quality Information

Each type of wood has its own unique 
characteristics and aesthetics. 

Where wane is in the wood, the appearance is darker. 
This is not a defect, but nature of the wood.

The grade of wood can be specified using a number of 
parameters such as knots, pitch pockets, wane, shake, split 

and check. 

The parameters are assessed in visual sorting, known as 
appearance grading by PLEXIROM quality control team. 

It is phytosanitary certificated to avoid any fungal attack, harmful 
pests and plant diseases. Insect damage is not possible in our wood due 

its heat treatment.

Finishes and Customisation:

Our woods are previously treated and varnished with organic and 
plant-based varnishes.

They are also free of solvents and petroleum residues, for 
ecological and worker health reasons.

Depending on the species, it is possible to engrave or 
screen-print the supports using only solvent-free 
natural inks

www.plexirom.com


